The Modern Dilemma:
A hunger to be grounded
Marketing is facing a rooted reformation
Boosting local businesses to help fight giants

To be rooted is
perhaps the most
important and least
recognized need of
the human soul.
—Weil (1952).
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fast-paced, digitized, globalized
world that is fostering a need in
consumers for a reformation of
people’s roots. A study from the
American Marketing Association
by (Isabel Eichinger, Martin
Schreier, and Stijn M.J. van
Osselaer) claims that there is a
growing need due to several
external factors for emotional
groundedness as defined in the
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So, to companies and
entrepreneurs seeking to
fulfill market needs, you might
want to start by looking back
to your roots.
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consumers were
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company that is providing its
users a “closer to the creator”
experience that mirrors that of a
farmer’s market or artisanal
goods store. It creates an
experience and open dialogue
with its users and creators to take
in the story, place, and people
behind the product. It is a highly
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to purchase a product that feels
unique, that expresses community
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